Threshold and slope of selective brain cooling.
Experiments (n = 50) in three conscious goats were performed in a thermoneutral environment to determine the threshold (i.e. the point at which the brain temperature is equal to the carotid blood temperature) and slope (i.e. the difference between brain and carotid blood temperatures as a function of carotid blood temperature) of selective brain cooling (SBC) and analyse the thermal inputs affecting them. Prior to the experiments the animals received carotid loops and an arteriovenous shunt to manipulate head and trunk temperatures independently of each other. The mean SBC threshold was 38.75 degrees C T(carotis) and independent of T(trunk). When body core temperature was increased from a hypo- to a moderately hyperthermic level, the SBC threshold was passed before metabolic rate had reached its minimum and before cutaneous vasodilation occurred. The mean SBC slope was 0.78 and rose with increasing Ttrunk. The degree of SBC was principally independent of respiratory heat loss: high levels of heat loss were found without SBC, and large degrees of SBC were observed at low levels of heat loss. The effect of SBC in and around normothermia is to smooth the onset of shivering or panting and to establish a range of internal temperature within which metabolic rate and respiratory heat loss are simultaneously at low levels.